AGENDA
Technical Advisory Committee
Thursday, January 20, 2022, 2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Thurston Regional Planning Council
Zoom Teleconference Meeting Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81272442415?pwd=REVMMmxJa29ubXB2RkhuZGdMRnREQT09
Meeting ID: 812 7244 2415
Passcode: 246818
Audio by phone, dial in early:
(253) 215-8782, or (301) 715 8592

In order to comply with the Governor’s guidance to “Stay Home and Stay Healthy” and in keeping with the Proclamation by the
Governor Amending Proclamation 20-05 Open Public Meetings Act and Public Records Act issued on March 24th 2020, participation in
the TRPC meeting will be through remote access only.

2:00 p.m.

1.

Welcome & Introductions

INTRODUCTIONS

2:10 p.m.

2.

Announcements
1. MS2 Online Traqffic Count Database System
2. TRPC Household Travel Survey

2:15 p.m.

3.

Temporary Closures of Shared-Use Trails – Coordination and Communication
Discuss existing and potential strategies for temporary trail closures, how they are planned and
communicated to the public. Guests Karen Messmer, Chris Hawkins, and Trail Managers will join
the TAC for this discussion.
Attachments

DISCUSSION
Paul Brewster

2:45 p.m.

4.

TRPC’s Revised Call for Projects Process – Equity Criteria
TRPC staff will present the draft regional prioritization criteria on equity for member feedback.
Attachments

DISCUSSION
Veena Tabbutt

3:35 p.m.

5.

Regional Priority Freight Projects for National Highway Feight Program
Discuss potential regional project proposals. TRPC must submit a regional project package to
WSDOT no later than March 15, 2022.
Attachments

DISCUSSION
Paul Brewster

3:45 pm

6.

Member Information Sharing

4:00 pm

7.

Adjourn

INFORMATION
NEXT MEETING
February 3, 2022
2:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Thurston Regional Planning Council ensures full compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 by prohibiting discrimination against
any person based on race, color, national origin, or sex in the provision of benefits and services resulting from its federally assisted programs
and activities. For questions regarding TRPC's Title VI Program, you may contact the Title VI Coordinator at 360.956.7575 or email
info@trpc.org.
If you need special accommodations to participate in this meeting, please call us at 360.956.7575 by 10:00 a.m. three days prior to the meeting.
Ask for the ADA Coordinator.
For TDD users, please use the state’s toll-free relay service, 711 and ask the operator to dial 360.956.7575..

Memorandum:
To: TRPC Transportation Policy Board
From: Thurston Thrives Community Design Action Team - Chris Hawkins & Karen Messmer, Leads
November 2021
The Thurston Thrives Community Design Action Team is made up of public and private
volunteers who are working to make active transportation safe and convenient in our
community. We are part of the Thurston Thrives county-wide health improvement effort.
The recent closure of the Chehalis Western Trail for fish passage and maintenance work (Aug – Sept
2021) has brought to light a need for policies regarding planning and communications for closures
of multi-use paved trails such as the Karen Fraser Woodland, Chehalis Western, and Yelm Rainier
Tenino trails.
The trails system is similar to a major arterial in our motorized transportation system. The trails are
used as commute routes for daily travel by people throughout the county. Thousands of people use
the trails year round for recreation. Users of the trail include people of all ages and abilities, and a
diversity of people that reflects our community’s demographics. On a typical day on the trail you
might see a motorized wheelchair, a person using a walker or cane, runners, walkers, and people
bicycling in multiple ways. What’s common to them is motion and activity in the same space.
The health benefits from the trail system have not been specifically measured but are clearly large
and important. Trails offer key opportunities for physical activity by local residents.
Given these functions and benefits, any limitations to trail use must not be taken lightly and need to
be planned carefully. The closure of the Chehalis Western trail this summer for the project at
Spurgeon Creek is a good example. The postings made were unclear about the duration and extent
of the closure. Furthermore, trail users were not told about a readily available alternative route
(Latigo St. SE).
As this and other regional trails age, or other adjacent projects, major and minor, occur, there will
likely be impacts to the trails and possibly necessary closures. Fones Road in Olympia is an
upcoming instance. For this reason, we believe it is important for the Transportation Policy Board to
develop policy recommendations for the jurisdictions on how to manage and communicate future
trail closures or other disruptions during trail maintenance and on-trail or nearby construction
projects.
The following summarizes our recommendations:

Planning
Avoid closures if at all possible and keep closures to the minimum duration possible. When it is
feasible, trail closures should be planned for times when the trail has lowest level of use. We
realize that often the dry season is the best time to do trail work such as projects that require a
fish window.

Trail user safety and detours
Detours and alternate routes should be provided with supportive signage for trail users. If trail
users will be detoured onto roadways, caution and reduced speed signs should be installed to
warn motorists and trail users to support safe sharing of the detour.
Communications
Trail users need early notification of closures and detours so that they can make different
commute plans if necessary. Provide accurate notice and public information with complete
information at least two weeks in advance when a closure or trail-impacting project is
known/planned.
Notices should be posted in prominent locations on the trail. These notices should be specific to
what part of trail is being closed, including a map of closure, any detouring or alternative
routing instructions, and date(s) specific to the trail segments being closed. These notices
should be updated as new information becomes available. Regular press releases should
update the status of closure and re-opening dates. Adjacent or affected transportation agencies
should also be informed, in case their system users could be impacted by the project or they
could provide support for needed detouring.
Project managers should reach out to local cycling organizations, walking organizations and trail
websites (Traillink and AllTrails) to inform the public about pending trail closures and any
changes in dates. Announcements should also be shared with regional jurisdictions for their
distribution networks. Intercity Transit’s “Rider Alert” notification system may provide an
additional readily available method for distributing notices.
Trail closure policies and standards
Policies regarding trail closures should be adopted by the County and other jurisdictions into
their project engineering or construction standards. This will provide a consistent approach
across the region. An example of these policies is the Denver City/County standards attached to
this letter. These standards can help ensure that managing departments and their contractors
provide for safety and sufficient communication with trail users
Action Requested
We request the Transportation Policy Board refer this matter to the Technical Advisory
Committee to develop a policy and/or guidance in consultation with staff responsible for the
maintenance and repairs of our regional trail system, including parks and recreation staff. We
would be happy to provide a representative to participate in those discussions.

Thank you for your consideration.

Attachment 1.
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS - RECREATION

201 W. COLFAX AVE.
DENVER, COLORADO 80202-1139

JOHN W. HICKENLOOPER
Mayor

Construction Detour Standards for Bikeways and Multi-Use Trails

12/2007

NOTE:
All requirements of a traffic control plan are to be determined, and subject to change,
at the sole discretion of the City and County of Denver. In all cases involving Parks & Recreation
sites, notification is required three weeks before the project is to occur, in which case a separate
permit may be required. In emergency situations, notification of the Parks and Recreation Dept. at
303-458-4856 and 303-698-4903 is required as soon as possible. All detours which will involve
Public Works Right-Of-Way (both streets and sidewalks) must be coordinated with the City Traffic
Engineer’s office at 720-865-3150.
1)
User safety must be upheld at all times. Safe access and passage of trail users must be
maintained continuously or an approved detour plan implemented with an absolute minimum
one-week advance notice given to trail users. Advance notice shall consist of signs located at
the construction limits and all accesses serving the affected area, and via press releases (as well
as supplemental measures as may be deemed necessary by the City.)
The following construction operations should be considered as being reasonably foreseeable
impediments to user safety:
*
Operations of heavy construction equipment on, adjacent to or working directly above
bikeways;
*
Painting, spraying, welding, pavement construction and patching, excavating, saw-cutting,
jack-hammering, demolition, etc. or any other construction/maintenance operations affecting the use
of the bikeway;
*

Use of bikeway or adjoining area for storage of equipment, construction materials, etc.

*
Any other operation, procedure, etc. which could be reasonably foreseen as affecting the use
and operation of the facility.
*
Construction work which may present overhead hazards to trail users, but which will not
impact the trail surface i.e. overhead demolition, pipe installation, bridge deck or similar work shall
be required to provide a pedestrian shed structure (corresponding to a sidewalk pedestrian shed
structure) to protect trail users. If minimal impacts to user safety are determined by the review staff
of the agency having jurisdiction on the facility, a flagger or a detour may be permitted.

*
Occasionally, we get into situations where it may be necessary to "detour the detour" as a
result of conflicts between construction projects. If these conflicts cannot be identified and avoided
up front, then every consideration should be given to minimizing hazards for detoured trail users
(including closing an adjoining motor-vehicle lane if no other trail detour option exists.) Strong
consideration should be given to (re)scheduling construction operations so that trail users will
not have to deal with open trenches, stockpiled materials, operating equipment, conflicts with
construction signs, etc.
2)

Motor-vehicle and Construction Equipment use of Bikeway

*
Even during emergency repairs, user safety must be upheld. If an emergency shutdown is
necessary, strong consideration should be given to providing an alternative route for trail users. The
corresponding jurisdictional entity should always be informed of any emergency work.
*
The contractor should not use equipment which could be reasonably foreseen to cause
pavement failure or damage (including crawler track damage) unless replacement of the pavement
has been agreed upon as part of the permit, except in an emergency.
*
Use of bikeway facilities by motor-vehicles for authorized purposes should be limited to
vehicles and equipment actually needed for the construction operation. Use of the bikeway area for
access and parking by worker's personal motor-vehicles is not permitted. Use of personal vehicles
may be grounds for revocation of the construction permit.
*
Do not park motor vehicles/construction equipment on a trail, or use a trail for loading
operations, stockpiling of materials, or allowing demolished or spoil materials to be deposited upon
the trail surface without the express approval of the facility operating agency.
*
When motor-vehicles or construction equipment are parked directly on a trail, safety cones
must be placed in front of and to the rear of the vehicle or a flagger provided. A
CONSTRUCTION AHEAD sign must be placed 200' (61m) away from the unit in each direction
of the trail (including access routes.) Use of a flashing beacon or supplemental warning devices is
highly desirable. Reasonable stopping sight distances must be provided for trail users (or
supplemental warnings, including the use of flaggers, provided.) There must be a way for trail users
to get around the parked vehicle with a minimum of risk and delay.
*
PREPARE TO STOP signs and a flagger may be required when operations will cause
occasional, short delays for users.
*
When motor-vehicles and construction equipment are parked alongside of the trail, a
minimum 3' (1m) clear zone from the trail edge must be maintained or the unit relocated to a
suitable area (excepting emergencies.) Use of cones, beacons, etc. is highly desirable. Doors,
outriggers, buckets, etc. should not be placed or operated in the clear zone (except in emergencies.)

3)

Operations which will disturb the trail surface for less than one day

*
An equivalent width run-around type detour may be acceptable. An absolute minimum
width of 4' (1.3m) must be maintained clear of signs, spoil piles, parked or operating equipment, etc.
*
The safety of trail users in the affected area (including staging and access areas) will be the
sole responsibility of the entity doing the work. Signs, barricades, cones, etc. as specified in the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices should be provided.
*
The contractor should consider occupational safety regulations applicable to his workers as a
corresponding absolute minimum standard for trail users’ personal safety e.g. back-up beepers,
screens, trench safety, hazardous materials, etc.
*
Any trail surface affected (including access and staging) must be returned to it's preconstruction condition (or better) at the end of the day. The trail surface must be swept or washed
free of mud, gravel, grease, and excavated, spoil, stockpiled materials, etc.
*
The trail must allow access (or a reasonable, safe and defined run-around for users) during
the operations. The operations should preclude or absolutely minimize materials falling onto the
trail or run-around.
*
Users must not be subjected to shrapnel, sprays/overspray, welding arcs, noxious fumes, or
any other condition which may lead to loss of control or personal injury, etc. Immediate removal of
materials deposited upon the trail (and run-around) open to users will be required throughout the
day.
*
A member of the crew should be designated to sweep, flag (including brief periods where the
trail must be shut down completely) and provide courteous information and assistance to trail users
affected by the operations.
*
Run-around detours that are on grass may be used for one day with “Bicyclists Dismount”
signage. Hard surface run-arounds should be provided when it is foreseeable that the work will take
longer than one day.
4)
Trail surface disturbed for more than one day or construction necessitating a complete
shutdown operation
The following requirements are based on prior knowledge of the project and should be considered as
minimum. (Additions or deletions to these requirements will be handled on a case by case basis, for
City approval.) :
*
When the conditions described in Sections 2 and 3 cannot be upheld (or are reasonably
foreseen as being difficult to uphold) or the work will take longer than one (1) day, a shutdown of
the trail and provision of a detour route should be considered as necessary. Every effort should be
made to do the work on a phased basis to reduce the length of detour needed at any given time.
*
In all cases, a safe detour must be provided. A warning of trail closure must be provided a
minimum of one week prior to the approved closure. The dates of the closure, as best as can be
forecast, should be provided.

*

When the detour is put in place, any or all of the following items will be required:

A) The width of the detour should be of the same width as the trail detoured. An absolute
minimum width clearance of 4' must be maintained away from trenches, stockpiled equipment,
operating equipment, conflicts with construction signs, etc.
B) Advance detour warning no less than 200’ (61m) from each end of the detour.
C) TRAIL CLOSED signs and detour instructions at each end of the detour. These signs
will also be required at defined, intermediate access points affected by the detour. Flashing lights
shall be provided at all of these locations.
D) If the detour will be complex, a route schematic sign and/or free informational maps in
boxes mounted on the barricades should be provided as well.
E) All detour route signs will be black on orange, using reflective sheeting. Sign sizes shall
be as shown on the attachments. Flashing lights may be required. Signs shall be maintained
throughout the project.
F) The detour will be delineated by fencing where necessary. Fencing will be provided at
detour ends and intermediate access locations and maintained throughout the project on a daily
basis. Temporary barricades and snow fencing may be used around construction zone operations.
However chain link fencing, installed in a rigid, structural manner, may be required at the limits of
the project, or at other locations within the project. Temporary fencing which becomes damaged by
trespassers may need to be replaced with chain link fencing to uphold public safety and minimize
conflicts with construction operations.
G) Where the detour route will cross major streets and highways, warning signs for motorists
unaccustomed to trail users crossing may be required. At some locations, flashing lights may be
required in lieu of red flags. (See attached warning sign detail.)
H) Manual flagging may be needed dependent on the project and its location.
Corresponding FLAGMAN AHEAD or PREPARE TO STOP signage will be provided.
I) Dependent on the duration of the project, and trail use, a detour surface may be required.
If a detour surface is provided, it must be hard and smooth with slopes less than 8%.
J) The contractor doing the construction work shall inspect all of the elements of the detour
on a daily basis. Any deficiencies shall be rectified immediately. Regular construction inspections
by the contractor or the contractor's agents should be made to confirm that the detour measures are
sufficient to uphold user safety, including conditions which may arise after the detour was
implemented.
K) Maintenance of the detour facilities shall be the sole responsibility of the entity doing the
work. This includes snow removal, sweeping, filling holes, etc. on the detour route in use.
L)) Use of private property for detours is rongly discouraged and will be reviewed only on a
case by case basis.

B.4. Equity Goal
SUMMARY
•

Thurston Regional Planning Council (TRPC) identified integrating equity into the project selection
criteria as a goal.

BACKGROUND
Integrating equity into transportation decision-making has been identified as a Council priority. A recent
study by Williams et al., 2019 entitled “Integrating Equity into MPO Project Prioritization,” explored
documents from 35 Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) across the county to gain insight into
their project prioritization process. Their primary findings:
•
•
•

Prioritization practices vary significantly between MPOs.
The broader local context and the MPO’s unique planning environment and role influence the
approaches used.
Public involvement is imperative during these processes.

A study by Wennink, A. and Krapp, A., 2020, titled Equity-Oriented Performance Measures in
Transportation Planning, stresses that “it is important to have a clear understanding of what is meant by
transportation equity."

Understanding the Definition of Equity in the Thurston Region
TRPC staff developed a transportation priorities survey to collect direct public input from the community.
We conducted the survey in a manner that invited participation from all members of the Thurston region.
The survey included demographic questions so that respondents’ answers can be correlated to various
demographic characteristics, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Household income
Race and ethnicity
Whether a person has a disability affecting their mobility
Whether a person has trouble finding a job or a better paying job due to their transportation
barriers (job barriers)
Whether a person has trouble getting to the places they need to go (transportation barriers)

From June through November 2021, TRPC conducted the survey. Postcard notifications were distributed
to every household in Thurston County. TRPC conducted more intensive follow up activities to reach
those who do not traditionally participate in planning projects. We also provided a Spanish version of the
survey.
To further our region’s efforts on equity, TRPC’s Transportation Priorities community survey provided a
definition of equity to the community and solicited input on an equity goal.
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Equity definition provided on the survey:
Everyone has their own idea of what equity means to them. Sometimes, equity can be confused
with equality. Here's what we mean when we use those words:
Equality means each individual or group of people is given the same resources or opportunities.
Equity recognizes that each person has different circumstances and allocates the resources
and opportunities needed to reach an equal outcome.

Note: This graphic was created by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (@RWJF)

Equity Goal:
The Transportation Priorities survey included the following question:
“TRPC would like to set a goal for making equity a greater part of transportation planning.
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following goal?
Provide equitable transportation access and service for people of all ages, races and
ethnicities, incomes, abilities, English language proficiencies, or other demographic
characteristics as appropriate for the community’s land use characteristics (urban,
suburban, and rural).”
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Survey Results
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the Equity Goal?
All Respondents (includes student survey responses)

13%

Respondents of Color

11%

Respondents who have Transportation Barriers

13%

Respondents who have Job Barriers

13%

Respondents who have a Disability Affecting Mobility

16%
0%

Disagree or Strongly disagree

67%

15%

18%

Respondents with a Household Income less than $35,000

71%

16%

76%

14%

73%

14%

76%

11%

69%

16%
25%

Neutral or No Opinion

50%

75%

100%

Agree or Strongly Agree

In general, survey respondents supported the Equity Goal across all demographics. The highest support
was from households with incomes less than $35,000, and residents who have barriers to jobs.

Types of Equity
The Wennick and Krapp study also summarized that “The most common definitions equate transportation
equity with the fair distribution of benefits and burdens of transportation projects, plans, policies, and
processes.” They further state that transportation equity can be classified into three different types based
on how fairness is assessed:
•
•
•

Procedural equity, which is focused on the degree of involvement of diverse public stakeholders
in the processes by which transportation decisions are made.
Geographic equity, which is focused on the distribution of impacts across geography and space.
Social equity, which is focused on the distribution across population groups that can be equal or
differ by income, social class, and mobility ability.

Increasing Procedural Equity:
To increase public involvement in TRPC’s project selection process, TRPC’s Transportation Priorities
community survey asked the question:
“Thurston Regional Planning Council distributes money from the federal government through
grants for transportation studies, projects, and programs. Because of federal rules, this money
can only be used in certain ways. Please mark how important the following types of studies,
projects, and programs are to you.”

Survey Results
Public input was sought on a wide range of project types, grouped into Project Priority categories, as
shown in Table 7. TRPC analyzed survey results based on demographic information to identify
traditionally underserved populations, using the definition:
Underserved population – “Underserved population” or “traditionally underserved population”
generally refers to a broad category that includes:
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• minority populations; and
• low-income populations
But may also include many other demographic categories that face challenges engaging with the
transportation process and reaping equitable benefits, such as children, older adults, and persons
with disabilities.
The survey finds that results for underserved populations are very similar to results for all respondents,
suggesting that priorities do not greatly vary among different demographic groups within the Thurston
Region.

Respondents of
Color

Respondents with a
Household Income
less than $35,000

Respondents who
have Transportation
Barriers

Respondents who
have Job Barriers

Respondents who
have a Disability
Affecting Mobility

All Respondents

Table 7 1. Survey Results for Underserved Populations on Project Priorities.

93%

95%

96%

97%

96%

95%

Make intersections safer

96%

93%

96%

94%

96%

97%

Make crossing the street safer

95%

94%

96%

93%

96%

96%

Make bus stops more convenient and safe for
bus riders, especially for people with
disabilities

93%

94%

97%

96%

94%

93%

Add turning lanes or center lanes

88%

86%

83%

77%

89%

89%

Invest in new transportation technologies
(improved traffic signals, real-time travel
information)

88%

88%

86%

84%

89%

90%

79%

83%

80%

84%

79%

81%

Increase road maintenance (fix
pavement/potholes)

94%

96%

94%

90%

97%

97%

Replace transit vehicles or bus stop shelters

78%

87%

87%

87%

83%

80%

Percentages are based on the percent of
respondents who indicated a project was
“Somewhat Important” or “Very Important”
Blue = Top 5 Projects
Project
Planning and Studies
Conduct planning studies, with public
involvement, that address current and future
transportation challenges
Safety

Efficiency

Invest in projects that reduce the need to
travel, such as encouraging working from
home
Maintenance

1

Note – table numbers start at 7 as this document is an excerpt from the Call for Projects documentation.
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Respondents of
Color

Respondents with a
Household Income
less than $35,000

Respondents who
have Transportation
Barriers

Respondents who
have Job Barriers

Respondents who
have a Disability
Affecting Mobility

All Respondents

Improve roads that are detour routes to
Interstate 5 (I-5)

91%

88%

86%

85%

93%

91%

Improve roads that are more likely to be
impacted by hazards such as flooding or
landslides

92%

93%

92%

87%

94%

93%

Complete missing roads/street connections

86%

84%

86%

84%

87%

83%

Help improve water quality and/or fish habitat
by fixing places where roads and bridges
impact natural areas

91%

96%

95%

95%

92%

93%

Add sidewalks and safe street crossings to
existing streets

93%

96%

96%

95%

95%

95%

Add bike lanes to existing streets

78%

88%

87%

86%

78%

83%

Complete the regional trail network

82%

87%

86%

90%

82%

87%

Invest in school/public awareness programs
to reduce travel trips and increase safety

78%

87%

84%

80%

79%

80%

Percentages are based on the percent of
respondents who indicated a project was
“Somewhat Important” or “Very Important”
Blue = Top 5 Projects
Project
Resiliency

Active Transportation

Although there is generally strong support for all project types funded by TRPC, the following project
types rank in the top 5 for 3 or more underserved population groups:
• Planning and Studies with public involvement
• Safety
o Make intersections safer
o Make crossing the street safer
o Make bus stops more convenient and safe for bus riders, especially for people with
disabilities
• Maintenance
o Increase road maintenance (fix pavement/potholes)
• Active Transportation
o Add sidewalks and safe street crossings to existing streets
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Geographic Equity: Distributing Funding Across the region
TRPC has a long-standing practice of distributing funding for transportation projects to all communities in
the Thurston Region. Examples of this include specific funding targets for rural and urban communities
and fostering partnerships with Thurston County and the smaller south county cities and towns and Tribal
partners.

Social Equity: Understanding Project Benefits and Burdens
Another aspect to integrating equity into project prioritization is to evaluate the benefits and burdens of
projects to marginalized populations. Table 8 supplies some examples of those transportation project
benefits and burdens.

Table 8. Examples of Transportation Benefits and Burdens
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation Benefits
Increased access to social, educational, and
economic opportunities
Increased access to high-quality mobility
options
Travel time savings
Cost savings
Congestion mitigation
Reduction of pollution
Improved connectivity within communities
Opportunities for physical activity through
active transportation modes
Reduction in traffic injuries and fatalities
Local hiring and job training for jobs in
construction, maintenance, and operation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation Burdens
Reduced access to essential opportunities
and services
Restricted or no access to high quality
transportation
Long/increased travel times
Financial burdens
Traffic congestion
Increased pollution
Physical division of communities
Creation of barriers to bicycling and walking
Exposure to traffic-related safety risks
Vulnerability to climate impacts
Inequitable enforcement

.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EQUITY CRITERIA
Staff are suggesting a three-tiered approach to integrate equity into the Call for Projects update
process.
1. Public Involvement Score
a. Projects that rank in the top 5 for 3 or more underserved population groups, 1 point
b. All other projects, 0 points
2. Geographic Equity Score – geographic equity will be achieved through funding minimums and
caps.
3. Social Equity Score
a. Projects that have a demonstrated benefit for an underserved population, either by
geographic proximity (for example a school route sidewalk project for a school with a high
proportion of students receiving free and reduced lunch), or a targeted program (for
example dial-a-lift vehicles), Additional 1 point
b. Projects that place a disproportionate burden on an underserved population, -1.
Examples can be found in Table 8.
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Proposed Ranking*
Tables 9 shows how proposals submitted to TRPC will be evaluated and ranked under the proposed
criteria.

Table 9: Proposed Project Criteria Ranking for Equity.
Base Points
Disproportionat
e Burden

Bonus Point **

All other Projects

Projects Ranking in Top
5 for 3 or more
Underserved
Populations
1 Point
• Planning and Studies
with public involvement
• Safety
• Make intersections
safer
• Make crossing the
street safer
• Make bus stops more
convenient and safe
for bus riders,
especially for people
with disabilities
• Maintenance
• Increase road
maintenance (fix
pavement/potholes)
• Active Transportation
• Add sidewalks and
safe street crossings
to existing streets

-1 Point
• Projects that
have a
disproportionat
e burden on an
underserved
population,
regardless of
project type

0 Points
• Efficiency
• Add turning lanes or center lanes
• Invest in new transportation
technologies (improved traffic
signals, real-time travel
information)
• Invest in projects that reduce the
need to travel, such as
encouraging working from home
• Maintenance
• Replace transit vehicles or bus
stop shelters
• Resiliency
• Improve roads that are detour
routes to Interstate 5 (I-5)
• Improve roads that are more
likely to be impacted by hazards
such as flooding or landslides
• Complete missing roads/street
connections
• Help improve water quality
and/or fish habitat by fixing
places where roads and bridges
impact natural areas
• Active Transportation
• Add bike lanes to existing streets
• Complete the regional trail
network
• Invest in school/public
awareness programs to reduce
travel trips and increase safety
* Other projects not listed in this table will be evaluated at time of review
** Bonus point can be applied to any project type. A maximum of two points is possible.

Bonus Point:
Demonstrated
Benefit
+1 Point
• Projects that
have a
demonstrated
benefit for an
underserved
population

References:
Wennick, A., and Krapp, A., 2020. Equity-Oriented Performance Measures in Transportation Planning.
American Planning Association. [https://planning-org-uploadedmedia.s3.amazonaws.com/publication/download_pdf/PAS-MEMO-2020-03-04-rev.pdf]
Williams, K.M., Kramer, J., Keita, Y, Enomah, L.D., and Boyd, T., 2019. Integrating Equity into MPO
Prioritization. Center for Transportation, Equity, Decisions, and Dollars (CTEED).
[https://ctedd.uta.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/kris_final.pdf].
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Request for regional priority freight projects for
National Highway Freight Program
WSDOT is requesting a regional list of priority freight projects from all Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOs) and Regional Transportation Planning Organizations (RTPOs) in Washington
state for potential funding under the Federal Fiscal Years 2022-2025 National Highway Freight
Program. Tribes and Local agencies such as cities, counties, and ports are encouraged to work with
their MPO or RTPO to take advantage of this opportunity.
The National Highway Freight Program (NHFP) was established by Congress in the 2015 FAST Act
as a federal-aid highway formula program to improve the efficient movement of freight on the
National Highway Freight Network. The eligible uses of program funds include a broad array of
project activities, ranging from development phase activities, construction, rehabilitation, operational
improvements, or other types of surface transportation projects. Funding is also available for certain
freight intermodal, freight rail, lock, dam, and marine highway projects.

Background
Per federal law, WSDOT administers the allocation of federal NHFP funds apportioned to
Washington state.
Through the 2021-2023 Transportation Budget, the Washington State Legislature directed WSDOT
to allocate approximately $50 million of FFY 2022-2025 NHFP funds to eligible local freight
projects (non-WSDOT projects) as referenced under project ID G2000100 in the Substitute Senate
Bill 5165 Sec. 311(8) 1, and in the LEAP Transportation Document 2021-2023 biennium 2.
WSDOT is also required by federal law to update its freight plan and submit it to FHWA in the fall
of 2022 for final approval by December 1, 2022. The freight investment plan component of the
freight plan must document how the state will invest and match the FFY 2022-2025 NHFP funds.
The 2022 state freight investment plan focuses on five-year investment of the NHFP funding only
and is not intended to serve as a complete inventory of all freight investment needs for the state.

Project request and submittal process
WSDOT actively engaged with MPOs and RTPOs through a Technical Working Group between
October and December 2021 to develop an equitable approach and process for NHFP project
identification and prioritization. For FFY 2022-2025 NFHP funding consideration, WSDOT is
requesting MPO/RTPOs, tribes, cities, counties and ports to collaborate and develop regional lists of
priority freight projects. Specific roles and responsibilities for MPO/RTPOs, and project sponsors for
project submission are described below.
MPOs and RTPOs:
• Review project eligibility requirements and key consideration parameters for submitting the
regional list of freight projects.
• Coordinate with your area tribal governments and local jurisdiction members, including
cities, counties, and ports to develop a regional list of priority NHFP projects (i.e., a short list,
not ranked by order) by the deadline.
• Complete the project submittal package for your region and submit the package to WSDOT
no later than March 16, 2022.

1
2

https://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2021-22/Pdf/Bills/Session%20Laws/Senate/5165-S.SL.pdf
http://leap.leg.wa.gov/leap/Budget/Detail/2021/ctLEAPTransportationDocument2021-2AllProjects.pdf
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Project sponsors (tribes, cities, counties, ports):
• Review project eligibility requirements.
• Communicate with your MPO or RTPO as early as possible.
• Follow the regional process and timeline for project submittal identified by your
MPO/RTPO.
• Submit your completed project submission form and supporting documentation to your
MPO/RTPO in order to incorporate your freight project(s) into the regional list.

Key parameters for consideration when submitting a regional list of priority freight NHFP
projects
•

•
•
•

Approximately $50 million in FFY 2022-2025 NHFP funds are available statewide for local
freight projects (non-WSDOT projects), and up to 30% can be used for freight intermodal or rail
projects as described under project eligibility requirements.
A regional list of eligible, priority freight projects that meet NHFP project eligibility requirements
and will be competitive for NHFP funding.
Project readiness for FFY 2022-2025.
Project sponsor’s capability to complete and deliver the project if selected and funded, including
providing the required matching funds.

Project eligibility requirements
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Public roadway, freight rail, and intermodal freight projects are eligible if they meet state and
federal requirements and provide clear benefit to freight transportation. Eligible freight rail and
intermodal freight projects 3 include:
1) Projects within the boundaries of public or private freight rail or water facilities
(including ports) that provide surface transportation infrastructure necessary to
facilitate direct intermodal interchange, transfer, and access into or out of a freight
rail or water facility; or
2) Modernization or rehabilitation of a lock and dam, or on a marine highway
corridor, connector, or crossing designated by the USDOT Secretary under section
55601 section 55601of title 46 (including an inland waterway corridor, connector, or
crossing) that are likely to reduce on-road mobile source emissions.
Projects must be ready to obligate the FFY 2022-2025 NHFP funding based upon delivery
schedule submitted in the project submission form as a condition of the award.
Project activities including preliminary engineering, right of way, and construction are eligible.
Minimum of 13.5% non-federal match per phase is required for all eligible federal expenditures.
Projects must comply with all federal and state requirements as detailed in the Local Agency
Guidelines Manual.
Project proposals must clearly demonstrate how well it meets the project evaluation criteria 4 with
supporting data for justification.
Projects must be included in a formally adopted plan or programming document, such as
Regional Transportation Plan, Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), local comprehensive
plan, or port district development plan.
Project sponsor must complete and deliver the project if selected and funded.

23 U.S.C. 167(i) (5)(B), and Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act §11114(3)(D)
See project submission instruction sheet and project scoring criteria posted at NHFP program website for details
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Project submittal package and available resources
Regional submissions from MPOs and RTPOs must be returned by email to Wenjuan Zhao at
wenjuan.zhao@wsdot.wa.gov no later than March 16, 2022. Electronic copies of the following are to be
included in the submittal package:
•
•
•

Completed MPO/RTPO cover sheet of project submittal package.
Completed project submission form for each project contained in the cover sheet.
Any other supporting documentation including project vicinity maps in pdf format.

These documents, as well as other related materials and resources are available on the WSDOT NHFP
program website to assist MPOs, RTPOs, and project sponsors in preparing regional submissions,
including project submission forms, instruction sheet, NHFP data map tool, NHFP program crash data
request form, and project scoring criteria.

Project selection process and timeline
Between March and May 2022, WSDOT will conduct technical evaluation, information validation and
initial/preliminary scoring of project proposals received. A project selection committee will be convened
in spring 2022, and the committee will review and select projects in June 2022. Project selection results
will be announced in summer 2022, with funding utilization contingent upon FHWA approval of the 2022
state freight investment plan.

Mileage limitation of Critical Urban and Rural Freight Corridors
As outlined in federal law, all projects receiving NHFP funding must contribute to the efficient movement
of freight on the National Highway Freight Network. Critical Urban Freight Corridors (CUFC) and
Critical Rural Freight Corridors (CRFC) are part of the NHFN network, and Washington state is limited
to a total of 150 miles for CUFCs and 300 miles for CRFCs.
After the NHFP project selection process is completed, WSDOT will update the designation of Critical
Urban and Rural Freight Corridors in coordination with MPOs and RTPOs. CUFC/CRFC mileage first
will be allocated to projects selected for FFY 2022-2025 NHFP funding but not located on the existing
NHFN network to ensure that NHFP funding can be authorized for those projects. For any remaining
CUFC/CRFC mileage balance, WSDOT will work with MPOs and RTPOs to identify proposed corridors
and update the corridor designation between June and July 2022. The final corridor designation will be
submitted to FHWA for certification in August 2022.

How to get more information
Information on this process is available on the WSDOT NHFP program website:
https://wsdot.wa.gov/construction-planning/statewide-plans/national-highway-freight-program
An informational webinar will be held from 9:30 am to 11 am, 1/19 virtually via Go-to-webinar. The
registration link is posted on the program webpage identified above.
Questions regarding this request for projects may be directed to:
Wenjuan Zhao
Multimodal Freight Systems Planning Engineer
Rail, Freight, and Ports Division
Washington State Department of Transportation
Wenjuan.Zhao@wsdot.wa.gov
Office: 360-705-6990
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